
Teleprompter Range





TP-300 Tablet PrompterK2

TP-300 is ideal for a video studio setting and 
features an adaptable mounting bracket that 
can be adjusted to fit any sized tablet up to 
11.6”. 

TP-300 works best with handheld camcorders.

• Controllable over Wifi

• Optional Bluetooth / Wired remote 
available

For Mid-sized Cameras and Camcorders



TP-500 DSLR PrompterK2

TP-500 is designed for use with DSLR cameras. It 
is ideal to use for webcasts, filming Youtube
videos, and on-the-field productions. TP-500 
houses any tablet with a minimum width of 
110mm and maximum of 210mm measured in 
portrait orientation. A regular 10” iPad or 
Android tablet work best.

• Controllable over Wifi

• Optional Bluetooth / Wired remote available

For DSLR Cameras and Camcorders



TP-650 MKII ENG Camera PrompterMK2

The TP-650 is designed to accommodate 
larger tablet computers including the 12.9” 
iPad Pro to give user a great visual 
experience while using prompter. The 
teleprompter houses any tablet with a 
minimum width of 145mm and maximum 
of 265mm measured in portrait 
orientation.

• Controllable over Wifi

• Optional Bluetooth / Wired remote 
available

For Large ENG Cameras



TP-800 Conference Prompter
TP-800 is designed for presentations and conferences, where 
you want the speaker to have the flexibility to move around on 
stage and not just be limited to looking at one camera. 

TP-800 features a bright 15” LCD screen with dvPrompter Plus 
app built-in. There is no need to run software on a laptop. 
Everything fits into a hard carry case for safe transport.

• V-Lock or mains powered

• HDMI input and HDMI output can be used to connect 
multiple TP-800s together, synchronisation over Ethernet is 
also possible.

• The HDMI output can also be used to drive external displays

• Fully controllable via Ethernet 

• An optional wired remote control and foot pedal is available

• Can also be controlled using standard wireless presentation 
remotes



TP-900 PTZ Prompter
The TP-900 teleprompter is designed specifically for PTZ cameras. 

Mounting the PTZ upside down removes the operational limitations of a 

PTZ camera within a prompter, the PTZ has greater movement in the 

shots it can achieve.

TP-900 features a bright 15” LCD screen with dvPrompter Plus app built-

in. There is no need to run software on a laptop. Using a prompter with a 

PTZ camera no longer requires expensive tripods, the TP-900 can be 

mounted an a light stand

• V-Lock or mains powered
• HDMI input and HDMI output can be used to connect multiple TP-

900s together, synchronisation over Ethernet is also possible.
• The HDMI output can The HDMI output can also be used to drive 

external displays
• Fully controllable via Ethernet 
• An optional wired remote control and foot pedal is available
• Can also be controlled using standard wireless presentation remotes



TP-700 ENG Prompter

ENG studio teleprompter with extra large trapezoid glass. TP-700 features a bright 
15” LCD screen with dvPrompter Plus app built-in. There is no need to run software 
on a laptop. 

• Can be powered by the mains or a V-Lock battery

• HDMI input and HDMI output can be used to connect multiple TP-700s together

• The HDMI input also allows the built-in tablet to be used as a HDMI monitor 
with third party software if required

• Fully controllable via Ethernet 

• Supports up to 19” talent monitor on the front, VESA 75 and 100 mounts

• An optional wired remote control and foot pedal is available

• Can also be controlled using standard wireless presentation remotes



Hardware Controllers

*Device must have a 3.5mm TRRS input or 3.5mm TRRS adapter
**Device must support Bluetooth 4



Powered by dvPrompter Plus

The dvPrompter Plus is a full function teleprompter 
scripting application that can be used with the Datavideo 
WR-500 wired

/ wireless remote controller and the affordable on or off 
camera Datavideo mounting systems. (Tablet/Laptop not 
included).

The dvPrompter Plus in-app purchase unlocks additional 
features to control, create and edit scripts over a local 
network from any device using with a web browser. In 
addition, you can synchronize playback of multiple 
tablets, edit scripts in real time and import slides from 
PowerPoint™ or Keynote™. The full featured 
dvPrompter App is included in the TP-700, TP-800 and 
TP-900 systems with built-in tablet, screen and 
networking capabilities.



Remote monitoring via WiFi or Ethernet

Control and monitor the prompter over a local network using any device with a 
modern web browser.



Powerful rich text editor

You can remotely change the font size, type, colour and justification on a per script basis and even 
use multiple different fonts within a single script. The editor also has support for embedding images 
and creating playlists from multiple scripts



Synchronise multiple tablets via IP

Connect multiple teleprompters together using our unique IP synchronisation over Ethernet or WiFi. 



Supports PowerPoint and Keynote slides

In addition to text-based scripts you can now import your 
Powerpoint or Keynote presentation slides via the web 
interface, slides can be controlled using the hardware WR-500 
control or the web based remote control interface. 
dvPrompter Plus supports seamlessly switching between text-
based scripts and slides, you can even add slides and text-
based scripts to a playlist. 

dvPrompter Plus supports mirroring slides in real time so your 
content is the right way around even when viewed via the 
mirror glass



Real Time Editing

Interrupt live broadcasts 
with breaking news or 
urgent updates, simply 
modify the script via the 
web interface and watch it 
update in real time.



Hard Carry Cases



Thank you

Any questions?


